
           Four Skills For Embodiment Around Others  
MODULE 4: Giving the Body a Voice Around Others 

 
 

LESSON 4.6 -  Shame, Connection and Antidotes  
 

I want to talk about shame because shame is often the conscious or 
unconscious reason that we do not give our bodies a voice around others. We 
tend to hide that we are on the edge of tears, or that we are feeling needy or 
scared. However, leaving our body out of our relationships leaves us less 
connected and interferes with co-regulation. 
 
For two decades now, I have seen that shame is the blade that splits our 
wholeness into a presented self and a hidden, held back, shadow self. Shame is 
a social emotion. It is about feeling/fearing that we are too much, not enough or 
that there is something fundamentally wrong with us and we do not belong or 
matter.  And we are desperate to hide anything we are ashamed of, fearing that if 
people knew, they would reject us.  
 
Shame can split us off from our bodies, our souls, our mother earth and 
each other. Shame can keep us isolated, frozen in depression, numb with 
hopelessness and unable to heal. Shame can trigger scary, angry, controling or 
bullying behavior. Shame can make people dangerous. So, I focused on finding 
antidotes to shame. It turns out that shame is about primitive survival needs to 
belong and to matter. Body Up! Co-Regulation offers us a chance to feel like we 
belong and we matter at a very basic human level that includes our bodies.  
 
Safe connection and kindling a smile with another, tell our nervous system 
that we belong. When someone is there for us, ready to meet us and smile, 
reflecting our aliveness, it signals that we belong.  Compassionate attunement to 
our rhythms signals that we matter. A clear intention to reflect our rhythm tells us 
that we matter - even when there is a time delay on zoom. 
 
The mirror role is often a simple way to see that we make a difference, without 
actively fixing or knowing anything in particular. When we see that our 
presence and reflection helps another, that helps us feel valuable. 
Co-regulation antidotes shame, just by our being present for one another. 
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